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meaning of honor in english honor noun us uk honour us ��� n� uk ��n � r honor noun respect add to word list b2 u a quality that combines respect being
proud and honesty a man of honor we fought for the honor of our country in honor of someone something b2 definition of honour noun from the oxford
advanced learner s dictionary honour noun ��n� r ���n�r us english honor use an not a before honour idioms respect uncountable great respect for
somebody the guest of honour the most important one the seat place of honour given to the most important guest noun hon or �� n�r synonyms of honor
1 a good name or public esteem reputation b a showing of usually merited respect recognition pay honor to our founder 2 privilege had the honor of joining
the captain for dinner 3 a person of superior standing now used especially as a title for a holder of high office the meaning of honour is chiefly british
spellings of honor honour commonwealth english or honor american english see spelling differences is a quality of a person that is of both social teaching
and personal ethos that manifests itself as a code of conduct and has various elements such as valour chivalry honesty and compassion quality of
character entitling a person to great respect nobility of mind or spirit honourableness uprightness a fine sense of and strict adherence to what is
considered to be morally right or just code debt man point word of honour etc see the first element c1300 noun uk us honor uk ��n� r us u respect that
people have for a person or an organization the world s top investment banks are competing for the honour and income that comes from winning these
contracts a badge of honour a high credit rating is a badge of honour for the treasuries of developed economies as a verb honour means to show a high
amount of respect in traditional wedding vows both the bride and groom promise to love and honour each other definitions of honour noun the quality of
being honorable and having a good name synonyms honor see more noun the state of being honored noun honesty fairness or integrity in one s beliefs and
actions a man of honor synonyms uprightness probity antonyms dishonesty dishonor a source of credit or distinction to be an honor to one s family high
respect as for worth merit or rank to be held in honor synonyms veneration reverence homage deference the meaning of in honor of is as a way to show
respect and admiration for someone how to use in honor of in a sentence definition of in honour of in honour of phrase if something is arranged in honour of a
particular event it is arranged in order to celebrate that event the foundation is holding a dinner at the museum of american art in honour of the opening of
their new show see full dictionary entry for honour noun personal integrity allegiance to moral principles fame or glory a person or thing that wins this
for another he is an honour to the school often plural great respect regard esteem etc or an outward sign of this often plural high or noble rank a
privilege or pleasure it is an honour to serve you a woman s virtue or chastity this latin word meant 1 esteem or repute 2 concrete marks of that esteem
such as rewards or ceremonies and 3 public offices as in the expression cursus honorum the course or career of a roman magistrate from lesser functions
toward the consulate in honor of definition see examples of in honor of used in a sentence from longman dictionary of contemporary english in honour of
somebody something a in order to show how much you admire and respect someone the stadium was named in honour of the club s first chairman in somebody
s honour a special dinner will be held in her honour honor is the preferred spelling in american english and is pronounced �� n�r honour is the preferred
spelling in british english and is pronounced ��n� the our or dilemma there is a group of words in the english language that have the same dual spelling
option as honor noun uk us honor uk ��n � r us ��� n� honour noun respect add to word list b2 u a quality that combines respect being proud and
honesty a man of honour we fought for the honour of our country in honour of someone something b2 in order to celebrate or show great respect for
someone or something in honor and recognition of all of our fallen service members the congress by a joint resolution approved may 11 1950 as amended
36 u s c 116 has requested that the president issue a



honor definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 30 2024 meaning of honor in english honor noun us uk honour us ��� n� uk ��n � r honor noun
respect add to word list b2 u a quality that combines respect being proud and honesty a man of honor we fought for the honor of our country in honor
of someone something b2
honour noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 30 2024 definition of honour noun from the oxford advanced learner s dictionary honour
noun ��n� r ���n�r us english honor use an not a before honour idioms respect uncountable great respect for somebody the guest of honour the most
important one the seat place of honour given to the most important guest
honor definition meaning merriam webster Feb 27 2024 noun hon or �� n�r synonyms of honor 1 a good name or public esteem reputation b a showing of
usually merited respect recognition pay honor to our founder 2 privilege had the honor of joining the captain for dinner 3 a person of superior standing
now used especially as a title for a holder of high office
honour definition meaning merriam webster Jan 28 2024 the meaning of honour is chiefly british spellings of honor
honour wikipedia Dec 27 2023 honour commonwealth english or honor american english see spelling differences is a quality of a person that is of both
social teaching and personal ethos that manifests itself as a code of conduct and has various elements such as valour chivalry honesty and compassion
honour honor n meanings etymology and more oxford Nov 25 2023 quality of character entitling a person to great respect nobility of mind or spirit
honourableness uprightness a fine sense of and strict adherence to what is considered to be morally right or just code debt man point word of honour etc
see the first element c1300
honour definition in the cambridge english dictionary Oct 25 2023 noun uk us honor uk ��n� r us u respect that people have for a person or an
organization the world s top investment banks are competing for the honour and income that comes from winning these contracts a badge of honour a high
credit rating is a badge of honour for the treasuries of developed economies
honour definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 23 2023 as a verb honour means to show a high amount of respect in traditional wedding vows
both the bride and groom promise to love and honour each other definitions of honour noun the quality of being honorable and having a good name
synonyms honor see more noun the state of being honored
honor definition meaning dictionary com Aug 23 2023 noun honesty fairness or integrity in one s beliefs and actions a man of honor synonyms uprightness
probity antonyms dishonesty dishonor a source of credit or distinction to be an honor to one s family high respect as for worth merit or rank to be held in
honor synonyms veneration reverence homage deference
in honor of definition meaning merriam webster Jul 22 2023 the meaning of in honor of is as a way to show respect and admiration for someone how to use
in honor of in a sentence
definition of in honour of collins online dictionary Jun 20 2023 definition of in honour of in honour of phrase if something is arranged in honour of a
particular event it is arranged in order to celebrate that event the foundation is holding a dinner at the museum of american art in honour of the opening of
their new show see full dictionary entry for honour
honour definition meaning dictionary com May 20 2023 noun personal integrity allegiance to moral principles fame or glory a person or thing that wins
this for another he is an honour to the school often plural great respect regard esteem etc or an outward sign of this often plural high or noble rank a
privilege or pleasure it is an honour to serve you a woman s virtue or chastity
honour definition history britannica Apr 18 2023 this latin word meant 1 esteem or repute 2 concrete marks of that esteem such as rewards or ceremonies
and 3 public offices as in the expression cursus honorum the course or career of a roman magistrate from lesser functions toward the consulate
in honor of definition meaning dictionary com Mar 18 2023 in honor of definition see examples of in honor of used in a sentence
in honour of somebody something meaning of in honour of Feb 14 2023 from longman dictionary of contemporary english in honour of somebody something a
in order to show how much you admire and respect someone the stadium was named in honour of the club s first chairman in somebody s honour a special
dinner will be held in her honour
is it honor or honour grammarly Jan 16 2023 honor is the preferred spelling in american english and is pronounced �� n�r honour is the preferred spelling in
british english and is pronounced ��n� the our or dilemma there is a group of words in the english language that have the same dual spelling option as
honor



honour �� cambridge �������� Dec 15 2022 noun uk us honor uk ��n � r us ��� n� honour noun respect add to word list b2 u a quality that
combines respect being proud and honesty a man of honour we fought for the honour of our country in honour of someone something b2 in order to
celebrate or show great respect for someone or something
a proclamation on prayer for peace memorial day 2024 Nov 13 2022 in honor and recognition of all of our fallen service members the congress by a joint
resolution approved may 11 1950 as amended 36 u s c 116 has requested that the president issue a
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